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S

tudies of film composers
rarely exhibit the conceptual
richness or analytic precision of those about writers of
concert music. Practical reasons
for this lack include the relative
newness of film music and hence
the absence of a long scholarly
tradition in studying that genre,
the difficulty in finding scores and
in “quoting” soundtracks, and
academic resistance to the study of
things popular. Intellectually difficulties mount. For in these days
of specialization, which persist
despite a flood of well-received
yet dilettantish offerings from
certain interdisciplinary quarters,
to write with authority about film
composers and their music requires a variety of competencies,
at the least in music, historiography, conventions of sound film,
and narrative theory. Some of
these competencies will receive
attention later. I only mention
them here to point out that to
write with adequate sophistication
in all these areas is a tall order,

and perhaps one reason why no
university press has until now
published a book about a film
composer.
A Heart at Fire’s Center: The Life
and Music of Bernard Herrmann is
also the first major biography of
the composer to be published.
The author, Steven Smith, a media
journalist by academic training
and profession, deserves congratulations on this last count alone.
Bernard Herrmann’s innovative
methods of enhancing the dramatic
mix of sound and narrative–sound
color (or timbre) receiving equal
care as the notes, non-continuous
music in contradistinction to the
then-prevailing movie practice of
continuous background music,
ongoing development of motivic
cells used as affective and psychological cues–forever changed the
role of music in broadcast radio
and film. Adding to Herrmann’s
pioneer aura is the fact that his
own first efforts coincided with
the days when those media were
just beginning to reach vast audi-

ences. Yet even “pioneering” fails
to capture the breadth of achievement of this experimental yet
Romantic composer, versatile conductor, careful musicologist,
champion of the avant garde, discriminating aesthetician, skilled
dramatist, dedicated anglophile,
and relentless curmudgeon. Herrmann wore all these hats well
and Smith’s book describes each
in copious detail. Scholars of film
music will be pleased to know that
a second edition of Smith’s book,
in paperback, is now available.
The author has written a new introduction for it, and no new
information about Herrmann or
his music has come forward that
would call into question Smith’s
research and assessment of the
master film composer.
In A Heart we learn that, as a
composer, Herrmann had one foot
planted in the post-Romantic
symphonic and harmonic tradition of Delius, Vaughan Williams,
and Mahler. No less Romantic was
his fascination with the program-
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matic and dramatic capacities of
music. As Richard Wagner before
him Herrmann viewed music as
only one, though crucial, part of a
totality comprising several textual
systems (here “text” designates not
only words but non-verbal media
such as sound and image), and like
Wagner he used leitmotifs both to
recall and “comment” on preceding and forthcoming dramatic
situations. Herrmann’s more
progressive side led him to experiment with new instrumental
sounds, while he wrote about
contemporary compositions as a
newspaper critic and conducted
first performances of works by
many composers of “new” American music. As a musicologist,
Herrmann researched thoroughly
the historical backdrop of films for
which he composed that were set
in distant places or times; and he
had a life-long interest in the musicology of art music, as a collector
of composers’ letters and manuscripts, once even discovering
what was believed to have been a
lost score, that of Ives’s Second
Symphony.
Herrmann’s affinity for both
new and traditional music might
lead one to perceive an unresolved
contradiction in his taste. Yet he in
fact escaped contradiction by holding to that part of the Romantic
aesthetic which freed the Artist
from creating in any manner other
than that bidden by creative furor
and guided by Nature. Rejecting
the absolutism and constructivism
favored by most vanguard composers of the day,1 Herrmann always
insisted that music “speak” to the
soul, never compromising on his
view that the “composer should be
true to his own innate instincts
and tastes” without regard for
“fads and vogues” (v).
Herrmann’s notorious intractability on matters artistic got him

into many a scrape with movie
producers and directors, studio
heads, conductors and orchestras,
friends and family. Add craftsman’s
pride and chronic irascibility to a
delight in shock for shock’s sake,
and you have the present book’s
idée fixe or refrain—what Smith
calls “the paradox of Herrmann’s
intellectual sophistication and
frequent social tactlessness”(50).
The reader is meant to take away
from A Heart the image of Herrmann as a warm and loving man
despite his thorny exterior, which
arose only in defense of an uncompromising and, in the vulgar sense
of supersensitive, “artistic” spirit.
What might appear to be a volatile
and rudely overbearing mass of
insecurity turns out on close
inspection to be a token of the
Romantic composer unconcerned
with externals and driven only by
the art that possesses him. To help
us view Herrmann in this way,
quotes by famous curmudgeons
(such as Samuel Johnson, James
Whistler, and Hector Berlioz) head
each chapter and “interpret” the
information to follow. The author
numbers Herrmann among those
just listed, “who wore at their
hearts the fire’s centre,” as goes
the Stephen Spender poem whence
comes the title of the book.
Most “life and music” books
about composers follow one of
two principles of organization.
Typical of studies of art music
composers are customarily divided into two major sections. The
first deals with the composer’s life,

cultural setting, influences, and
the like; the second section focuses
mainly on the composer’s works,
usually following some explanation of the analytic principles the
author uses in describing the music. The other main type of format,
usually found in studies of the life
and works of composers outside
the art-music tradition, combines
biographical details with analyses
of the music and follows a chronological trajectory, thereby giving
the reader a sense of how the composer’s technique developed over
time. Both types of format usually
include musical examples accompanying the verbal description of
the music, to which those who
read music may refer in order to
confirm (or reject) what the author
says about the work in question.
The present book breaks with both
of these traditional formats by not
having any music examples at all.
But before going into the ramifications of that omission, I first give
an overview of the book’s structure.
A Heart is organized into a
prelude, followed by three main
parts (totaling 17 chapters) and a
postlude, with twenty-eight pages
of photos between Parts One and
Two. The prelude gives a brief
summary of Herrmann’s professional achievements and the main
characteristics of his musical style.
Because this introductory section
says nothing about what conclusions are to be drawn from the
empirical material to follow, it
seems obvious that the facts–and

1

aspects, in the formulae and constructs used to
craft it. Prime exemplars of constructivist approaches to composition in Herrmann’s teens
and twenties were the composers of “atonal”
and, later, twelve-tone music such as Schoenberg
and Webern. With only one known exception;
see Thomas DeMary’s article, “The Mystery of
Herrmann’s Score for Selznick’s Portrait of Jennie”
in this issue.

Absolutism is the aesthetic position that music
cannot express anything beyond itself and that
the essence of music lies in its mechanics or
structure, not in any extrinsic or real-world
circumstance. Constructivism is a compositional
attitude that follows from the absolutist view of
music. Constructivist composers, either implicitly
or explicitly, take the view that the essence of
their music is to be found in its technical
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they are legion–are meant to
“speak for themselves” (whether
or not they do is another matter, to
which we shall return). Each page
bristles with interviews, anecdotes,
letters and aperçus, by the composer himself, his (ex)wives,
media-industry colleagues, and
fellow composers. The presentation of facts follows a rarely
changing pattern: date, Herrmann’s place of residence, home
and family situation, collegial and
other professional contexts, details
of how he was hired for a project,
and brief descriptions of the music, most of which refer to his film
scores.
Part One (New York, 19111951), chapters 1-8, occupies
roughly half of the book and takes
us from Herrmann’s birth, childhood, and early interest in music
through his education and first
conducting jobs and then on to his
work in radio and his first film
scores. Smith wisely does not
skimp on these chapters, which
provide information crucial to
understanding the development of
Herrmann’s compositional style.
For it was in writing for CBS radio
series, such as In the Modern
Manner (1933), Columbia Workshop
(1937), and Suspense (1943), that
Herrmann honed his craft of using
music to sustain moods, enhance
narrative, and serve as “audible
bridges” from one scene to the
next–all techniques that he would
later transfer to his film scores. On
the second of the radio series mentioned above Herrmann
collaborated with director-producer
Orson Welles (even writing the
music for the infamous broadcast
of War of the Worlds), an association that resulted in Herrmann’s
scoring his first film, Welles’s Citizen Kane (1941).
The score to Kane receives the
book’s most sustained exposition

of Herrmann’s musical style (7684). This is fitting, since that movie
displays the style characteristics
that would identify Herrmann’s
music throughout his career. Other
information on Herrmann’s methods of composing is spread
throughout the book. In addition
to the programmaticism and motivic transformation mentioned
earlier, traits of Herr-mann’s music
included a fondness for waltz
rhythms and ostinatos, strategic
use of silence, symmetrical placement of instrumentalists (à la
Bartók), avoidance of MickeyMousing (musical mimicry of
visual action), and–most significantly from a musicological
perspective–the use of electronic
sounds, including both purely
electronic instruments (ondes martinot, theremin, synthesizer) and
manipulated tapes of natural
sounds (musique concrète) such as
singing telephone wires and birdcalls. Finally, each composing
project described highlights the
composer’s perennial fascination
with timbre and with variety of
orchestration: extended playing
techniques (traditional instruments played so as to produce
non-idiomatic sounds), use of archaic instruments, and other
novelties. Indeed, for Herrmann
orchestration was not just the
means of conveying the notes but
was as vital a part of the music as
the themes and melodies. This
view led him always to do his own
orchestrations for films scores, in
contrast to the usual Hollywood
practice of composers having their
music orchestrated by others.
Adopting a teleological or determinist perspective on music
history, we can say that Herrmann’s
putting timbre on an equal level
with notes foreshadowed the pop
music industry’s fascination with
man-ipulating tone color above
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such musical ingredients as pitch,
rhythm, and form.
Besides giving Herrmann the
chance to experiment with the
dramatic import of “background”
music, radio also allowed him to
indulge his taste for the avant
garde. For instance, in 1936
Herrmann conducted the CBS
Symphony in the world premiere
of the Fugue and Scherzo from
Charles Ives’s Fourth Symphony.
And the radio series Invitation to
Music (1943), organized by
Herrmann, specialized in a nonstandard repertoire of music and
musical guests, among them
Stravinsky, Villa-Lobos, Milhaud,
Hindemith, and Barber. In addition to the start of his life-long
friendship with Ives, the 1920s and
’30s also saw Herrmann’s involvement with the Young Composers
Group, which included such progressives as Aaron Copland
(founder of the group), Henry
Cowell, George Gershwin, and
Morton Gould. The insights Smith
gives into Herr-mann’s participation in this group will provide the
music historian with yet another
perspective on the schism that
then separated traditionalists from
the avant garde and that has only
widened in succeeding years.
Part Two (1951-1971) has
Herrmann moved from New York
and settled in a suburb of Hollywood, the established film composer mellowing into middle age
as a doting husband, parent, and
dog lover. This domestic tranquility was short-lived, followed
by the composer’s second divorce
and third marriage, which was to
be his last. Professionally, the years
from 1958 to 1963 form Herrmann’s most prolific and
compositionally diverse period,
when he ventured into the Western
and science-fiction film genres,
wrote two musicals, conducted
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and recorded performances of his
concert works, and scored television series such as General Electric
Theatre, Have Gun Will Travel, The
Virginian, Gunsmoke, and The Twilight Zone. Part Two also describes
the professional relationship that
brought Herrmann his most enduring fame: the composer’s work
with director Alfred Hitchcock
(chapters 10-13). This “dialectical”
association between two titanic
egos lasted for eight films, until
Herrmann refused to go along
with the new industry rage of
“hitmania,” the promotion of pop
songs by placing them in film
scores (a practice, begun in the
1930s, that since the late ’50s has
become commonplace and even
more widespread, as evidenced by
the economic links between songs,
movies, and music videos). The
tragic result–Hitchcock’s firing of
Herrmann over the latter’s refusal
to write something trendy for the
score to Torn Curtain–is staged
mostly by letters and telegrams
exchanged between the two parties. Understandably shaken by
the “breakup,” the composer gave
in to a depression that further
stirred his already infamous choler; infamous because, even before
the dissolution of his association
with Hitchcock, movie studios,
colleagues, and family members
had already begun to steer clear of
the cantankerous Herrmann. A
good index of the composer’s
mindset during most of the 1960s
occurs in an interview (reprinted,
306-08) in which he laments how
the “Dark Ages have settled on the
arts” and how film dialogue of the
day came “from the drunken
dance bands of back rooms . . . .
‘Get with it’ . . . . You tell me what
the hell it means . . . .” Interesting,
too, are comments on the demise
of “Benny” made by up-and-coming film composers such as Jerry

Goldsmith, Elmer Bernstein, Henry Mancini, Maurice Jarre, as well
as by remaining film composers of
Herrmann’s generation (Miklós
Rózsa, David Raksin, Franz Waxman, and Alfred Newman). Even
more telling than any of these inside views about Herrmann’s
self-made bad luck is the fact that
Herrmann scored only one film
each in the years 1965 and 1968.
This downward spiral turns
around in Part Three (1971-1975),
which traces the last, happily upward swing in Herrmann’s career.
Moving to London in his last
years, Herrmann became something of an icon. His music was
rediscovered and re-evaluated
both in England and the United
States by film historians and, more
important, by producers and
directors. Amidst this revival, Herrmann produced his last film
scores for Brian de Palma’s Sisters
and Obsession, and his swansong,
the music for Martin Scorsese’s
Taxi Driver.
At the end of this final section
of the book, one might expect
some evaluation of all the foregoing material–the lasting influence
of the composer, his place in the
history of film music, his legacy,
future research to be done on his
film music, and the like. Instead
comes a postlude that consists of a
long excerpt from a speech the
composer gave at the Eastman
School of Music in 1973. This excerpt gives us the book’s most
informative glimpse of Herrmann
the musicologist. In addition to
sharing his thoughts on composing for film, Herrmann tells a

history of music and text together
(melopoetics), starting from its
inception with the Greek melodrama–that genre whose lineage
boasts cantata, opera, and other
less substantive forms such as
early German Romantic melodrama–and ending with movies
and television. It seems fitting to
let the composer’s words close the
book, in the spirit of letting Herrmann “orchestrate” the end of his
tale. And authorial commentary or
assessment at this point would
surely seem out of place, given its
notable absence in the course of all
that comes before.
This last observation returns us
to the several competencies, mentioned near the beginning of this
review, that one would expect
from a study of a film composer in
the current climate of academic
specialization. For reasons of
economy I restrict myself to only
two of these: historiography and
musical expertise. A basic goal of
historians (including the so-called
New Historians),2 at least since the
early nineteenth century, has been
to collect and tell the plain facts
about the subject of one’s writing–
in von Ranke’s famous phrase, was
es eigentlich gewesen [how it really
was]. On this count, Smith’s book
succeeds marvelously. As an effective or nuanced history, however,
A Heart has shortcomings, and
these stem from the dramatic flow
of the book or, rather, from the
rhetorical strategy that underlies
that flow. The (many) facts in the
book do not always speak for
themselves, as it seems the author
would like them to do. The lapi-

2

collection to date of their writings is H. Aram
Veeser (ed.), The New Historicism (New York:
Routledge, 1989), which contains a highly
amusing commentary on that “movement,” in
the form of an afterword by eminent literary
theorist Stanley Fish.

In brief, the nowadays highly fashionable “new”
historicists eschew a causal, and thus “explainable,” view of history. They instead view
historical moments as fragmentary obtrusions
into public consciousness of complex structures
of thought and socio-cultural strata. The best
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dary or neutral reportage style of
presenting uninterpreted data
might work well for a Hemingway
short story, for a subject that is
extremely odd or unique, or when
those data concern events (wars,
natural disasters, political-socialphilosophical shifts) that affect
vast or influential populations. In
situations, though, where the fate
of nations or the fate of even a
relatively large social stratum is
not at stake, some facts must be
made momentous by the historian.
Even the dry, “genealogical” fact
lists of cultural historians such as
Michel Foucault or Carlo Ginzburg
come to life only by the authors’
relating them to major shifts in
what disci-plines and societies
count as knowledge and thus of
use in determining the structure of
societal institutions such as
government, universities, prison
systems, and so on.3
An example is in order. As
noted earlier, the most recurrent
theme of the book places Herrmann in the lineage of crusty
geniuses such as Dr. Johnson.
Smith wants us to see Herrmann
as the committed, idealistic, Romantic artist, writing as the Muse
bids despite less than sublime
Hollywood protocols and other
“worldly” intrusions on his art.
The problem here lies not in the
premise of such a story but in the
way it is told. A few epigraphs,
soon forgotten when one begins
reading the chapters, do little to
bring out the pathos of Herrmann’s
private or artistic life. The reader is
not led to empathize or even sympathize with the composer.
Without authorial direction one
often gets the impression of Herrmann not as a sensitive artist but
as a loudmouth boor, crybaby,
retrogressive composer and a
selfish, fickle husband. The book
simply fails to produce or sustain
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the heroic image of a fiery yet genial heart. What we have, sans
epigraphs, is something like an
inflated encyclopedia entry, one
that gives the same emphasis to
Herrmann’s love of dogs as to his
usage of musique concrète before
any composer of so-called serious
music used it; the same import to
Herrmann’s love of English poetry
as to his discovering Ives’s Second
Symphony. Uninterpreted facts
naturally fail to make good on the
bookjacket’s claim to “explore the
interrelationships between Herrmann’s music and his turbulent
personal life” and tell us “why his
music has had such a lasting impact.” Smith is silent on the subject
of why Herrmann’s music has had
a lasting effect (if indeed it has
beyond a relatively small and
closed circle of film music aficionados), and any connections between
the music and Herrmann’s life must
be drawn by the reader.
We have arrived at the “. . . and
music . . .” part of the book’s title.
If one is to take it as a work of
music scholarship, A Heart must be
classified as a work of historical
musicology, in Guido Adler’s
sense, with heaviest emphasis on
the “historical.” 4 But lack of specificity and argumentation detract
from the discussions of musical
matters. As early as page 15, for
example, we read that Berlioz’s
“work and ideology would be
major influences on Herrmann for
the rest of his life.” Such a statement might have been “proven,”

at least to the point of intersubjective agreement, had Smith gone on
to put Herrmann’s unique orchestrations in historical perspective
by relating them to Berlioz’s own
innovations in that area. Further,
the book does not relate Herrmann’s methods to larger
historical trends. There is no
mention, for example, of the
traditional school of French
orchestration that had groups of
the same instruments playing as
sectional units rather than paired
with instruments of different
sections (i.e., the German school).
Herrmann was not alone in using
this method. The interbellum years
saw many composers–Stravinsky,
Copland, Virgil Thomson, Roy
Harris, and others–in Paris developing their craft, and the music
that resulted (except perhaps Harris’s) clearly showed influences of
the French manner of orchestration. Other signs of Smith’s
unfamiliarity with contemporary
musical trends can be seen in his
criticism of Herrmann’s cantata,
Moby Dick, to the effect that it “suffers” from “odd accents” because
Herrmann ignored the verse prosody (54). Stravinsky, for one,
typically and purposely ran
roughshod over word accents, yet
he receives no mention, as one
might expect from any attempt to
place Herrmann in a musical tradition. (Going further back in the
tradition of “poor” musical scansion, we of course encounter
Handel, who, like Herrmann, was

3
Typical of Michel Foucault’s austere historical
accounts are his The Archaeology of Knowledge
(New York: Harper & Row, 1976) and The Order
of Things: An Archaeology of the Human Sciences
(New York: Vintage Books, 1973). In the same
vein, see Carlo Ginzburg’s fascinating The Cheese
and the Worms: The Cosmos of a Sixteenth Century
Miller (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University
Press, 1980).
4
Guido Adler, the father of modern musicology,

in an 1885 essay (“Umfang, Methode und Ziel
der Musikwissenschaft,” in Vierteljahrsschrift für
Musikwissenschaft, 5-20) divided musicology into
three types. Besides “historical,” there are
“systematic” musicology, which studies musical
parameters in terms of the systems (pitch,
rhythm, and so on) into which they are organized, and “comparative” musicology, which
compares the musical systems of different ethnic
cultures.
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also fond of borrowing music from
his previous works.)5 Lack of generalization or thoroughness need
not be a fault, but it is a problem if
an author wants a book to be taken
as an example of musical scholarship. A more appropriate title for
Smith’s monograph perhaps
would have been “The Life and
Work (not the Music) of Bernard
Herrmann.”
My remarks on musical expertise, the second competency to be
addressed, concern analysis, and
specifically Smith’s descriptions of
Herrmann’s music. First we need
to understand what one means
nowadays by “music analysis.” We
can divide analytic methods into
two broad types, the systematic
and the ad hoc. By “systematic” we
designate those analyses that are
based on a more or less logical and
coherent system that both identifies the components of the object
analyzed and accounts for their
functioning. Without these two
operations working together we
are left with ad hoc observation
that, although it might be compelling or enlightening, falls short of
analysis in the rigorous and currently accepted musicological
sense.
The descriptions of Herrmann’s
music fall into the ad hoc category
since they do not rely consistently
on a particular analytic system.
Absence of an analytic system
keeps A Heart and–as noted at the
beginning of this review–most
books about film music from
attaining the analytic precision
currently expected of monographs

about art music. The point of
having an analytic method is to
explain why and how the music
does what it does and sounds as it
sounds. We judge the value of the
method by how completely and
accurately it accounts for the object
analyzed. Thus most musicologists
quickly grow impatient with unexplained assertions meant to serve
as musical descriptions, as one
finds in the present book. For example, speaking about
Herrmann’s early orchestral tone
poem Late Autumn, Smith states
that through “orchestral color and
a carefully defined harmonic
language his music already conveyed individuality, poignancy,
and psychological resonance” (28).
What exactly does “carefully defined” mean? One would think
that most composers are careful
about their harmonic writing,
which keeps the foregoing observation from saying much about
Herrmann’s harmonic language in
particular. How does the music
convey “individuality” and the
rest? It might well do so, but without demonstration this remains
mere assertion. Other examples
abound: Freudian “anxiety” over
loss of love is “a pivotal theme in
Herrmann’s best music” (14); his
music exudes an “unhappiness
that can be sensed in his score for
Jason and the Argonauts” (255); in
his music for The Day the Earth
Stood Still Herrmann uses a “wisely sparse electronic soundtrack”
(165); in the score for The Snows of
Kilimanjaro we hear “Herrmann’s
meticulous, romantic blend of

sentiment with shadowy mortality” (172). All the analyses in the
book are similarly rich in adjectives and short on demonstration.
Because the musical descriptions rarely leave the level of
program notes geared to a lay
audience, one wonders if they
were purposely simplified in order
to reach a broader readership.
Certainly writing for a lay audience has a long and venerable
tradition, dating back to E.T.A.
Hoffmann’s verbal rhapsodies
about Beethoven’s symphonies
and Kretzschmar’s guides for the
Konzertsaal. Yet even Donald
Francis Tovey, dean of populist
analysis, in his purple-patch
descriptions of the classics included score samples for the reader. A
Heart contains not one note of
music. Hence readers who do not
have Herrmann’s soundtracks
ready to access from the mind’s
ear will have to rent or buy videos
in order to follow the musical descriptions.
Ad hoc analysis need not be
simplistic, however. Much contemporary musical hermeneutics–
interpretation of the music in
terms of things extramusical,
usually the mind or life of the
composer–proffers especially intricate and imaginative descriptions
of musical structure in relation to
what Jean-Jacques Nattiez calls the
“poietic” or production level.6
Had Smith followed this course,
he might have gone some way
toward exploring the “interrelationships between Herrmann’s
music and his turbulent personal

5

principles of interpreting (any) texts. For good
examples of current musical hermeneutics, see
Edward T. Cone, “Schubert’s Promissory Note:
An Exercise in Musical Hermeneutics,” in Nineteenth-Century Music 5 (1981-82), 231-44; and
Lawrence Kramer, Music as Cultural Practice, 18001900 (Berkeley: University of California Press,
1990).

On the “poietic,” as distinct from the “neutral”
(structural) and “aesthesic” (reception) levels of
music, see Jean-Jacques Nattiez, Music and
Discourse: Toward a Semiology of Music (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1990), 139-43.

On Herrmann’s musical self-borrowings, see
“Self-Borrowing in the Music of Bernard Herrmann” by William Wrobel in this issue.
6
Hermeneutics, first used in reference to biblical
scholarship, saw its hey-day in eighteenth- and
nineteenth-century theological circles. Now as
then, it denotes the study of the methodological
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life” as the jacket notes promise.
The best of the musical descriptions in the book do approach the
hermeneutical, as occurs, for example, when Smith interlards his
own accounts of the music with
those made by the composer, as in
this description of the opening
(“Prelude”) to Citizen Kane (words
in single quotes are Herrmann’s):
“For Kane’s famous opening sequence . . . . Herrmann uses a
highly unconventional ensemble
to create a ‘subterranean, strange
heaviness of death and futility . . . .
It was a sort of variant on the ancient hymn Dies irae’ . . . .” (78-79).
Indeed, Smith describes that “unconventional ensemble” of low
brass, low woodwinds, and low
percussion coupled with the (high)
vibraphone’s motive (see Example
1). With these cues by the composer, one might go even further. For
example, surely as thorough a
musicologist as Herrmann knew
about the long historical practice,
since the time of early Baroque
opera, of using low brass to connote the Underworld or the realm

of Hades (for example, in the
many operatic versions of the Orpheus and Eurydice myth, by
Monteverdi, Peri, Belli, Luigi Rossi, Carissimi, Cavalli, and many
others through the time of Mozart
and beyond). Nor does Herrmann’s parody of the Dies irae
seem fortuitous (mm. 1-2): That
chant forms part of the Mass for
the Dead, and the film opens with
the death of Kane. Further, the
tritone, in ancient times called the
diabolus in musica, sounds antiphonally in the first of the two short
musical motives in this passage
(mm. 2, 4, and 7-8; in horizontal
brackets on the score), perhaps to
signify the darker side of the
mighty Kane. Relating historical
perceptions such as these to the
music lends some credence to Herrmann’s own assessment of the
passage as exuding “death” and
the “subterranean.”
Still, the questions remain.
How can music project or instill a
sense of death’s “heaviness”? How
can music make us sense “futility,”
and that of a “subterranean” and
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“strange” kind? More to the point
in this case, how can we demonstrate the intuitive truth of
Herrmann’s words?:
Music on screen can seek out
and intensify the inner thoughts
of the characters. It can invest a
scene with terror, grandeur,
gaiety, or misery. It can propel
narrative swiftly forward, or
slow it down. It often lifts mere
dialogue into the realm of
poetry. Finally, it is the communicating link between the screen
and the audience, reaching out
and enveloping all into one
single experience. (122)

To demonstrate Herrmann’s
assertions convincingly would
require us to leave the ad hoc and
to engage musical theories adequate to the task. Two possibilities
come to mind, the first of which is
music semiotics, or the study of
how music acts as a system of
signs that represent and/or create
meaning. Several “brands” of
semiotics presently circulate in
general musicology and in film
music studies in particular, any of

Example 1. Bernard Herrmann, Citizen Kane, “Prelude,” mm. 1-8.

“Prelude” Citizen Kane by Bernard Herrmann, from the facsimile of the autograph published in The Films of Orson Welles by Charles Higham (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1970).
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which might provide a methodological starting point for the study
of how music, other soundtrack
elements, and image together produce or represent meanings.7 In
light of Herrmann’s experiments
with orchestration and other
means of creating new sounds, the
second starting point for methodical analysis of his music might be
found in theories that provide
methods for classifying types and
operations of musical timbre and
“tone color.” 8 For those not interested in systematic descriptive
methods such as semiotic and
timbral analysis, there remains the
“holistic” approach to understanding Herrmann’s music, which is
simply to glean what one can from
a variety of analyses of the same
musical passage(s).9
In spite of the weak analyses,

the music scholar still has something to gain from A Heart at Fire’s
Center. The anecdotal content
provides ample aesthetic and historical fodder for future analyses
of Herrmann’s music–the strong
suit of the book is how it places
Herrmann in his professional
milieu of composers, poets, playwrights, producers, and others.10
Also, the appendix contains an
excellent bibliography of Herrmann’s music which surpasses its
counterpart in Graham Bruce’s
Bernard Herrmann: Film Music and
Narrative, both in quantity and
organization of content.11 In addition to film scores, Smith lists
Herrmann’s concert works, music
from various radio series (selective), and recordings conducted by
the composer of his own works
and those of others. The informa-

tion on each film score includes
the date(s) of composition and
release of the film, its duration,
director, stars, and studio.
If the “Music” portion of the
book leaves something to be desired, the “Life” part will
likely–for many readers–make up
for it. It is difficult to imagine a
more thorough or informative
treatment of Herrmann’s personal
and professional dealings, all in
one volume. Still, after reading
Herrmann’s own words about
music, in the eloquent speech
made at Eastman and elsewhere
throughout the book, one wishes
the composer had written his own
biography as he did his own
orchestrations. No doubt the
territorial “Benny” would have
wished the same.

7

8

Film Music and Narrative (Ann Arbor: UMI Press,
1985); William Darby and Jack Du Bois, American
Film Music (Jefferson, NC: MacFarland, 1990);
and Christopher Palmer, The Composer in Hollywood (London: Boyars, 1990). Smith’s descriptions of Herrmann’s film scores, particularly that
of Citizen Kane, both extend and dovetail well
with Palmer’s.
10
One of the best examples of music analysis
derived from a composer’s aesthetics and artistic
milieu is Jonathan Bernard, The Music of Edgard
Varèse (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1987).
Other books in the Yale series on composers of
art music are of comparable quality.
11
Bruce, 239-41.

For a general introduction to the two schools of
music semiotics (semanticist and formalist), see
the introduction to Kofi Agawu, Playing with
Signs: A Semiotic Interpretation of Classic Music
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1991),
and Eero Tarasti, A Theory of Musical Semiotics
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1995).
Tarasti’s theory of musical “modalities” presents
a system for describing how music produces
certain effects in the listener-spectator of opera
and it might be modified or expanded to include
the modalities of movie watchers. For a semiotics-based theory of film music, see Claudia
Gorbman, Unheard Melodies: Narrative Film Music
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1987).

In this issue, see “Bernard Herrmann as Musical
Colorist: A Musico-Dramatic Analysis of His
Score for The Day the Earth Stood Still” by E. Todd
Fiegel. On the analysis of timbre, see Robert
Cogan, New Images of Musical Sound (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1984), and Robert
Cogan and Pozzi Escot, Sonic Design: The Nature of
Sound and Music (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall,
1976). These two studies deal with practical
analysis; for a more theoretical exposition of
timbre, see Wayne Slawson, Sound Color (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1985).
9
Royal S. Brown, Overtones and Undertones: Reading
Film Music (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1994); Graham Bruce, Bernard Herrmann:
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